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Abstract—The success of the CubeSat nanosatellites space
missions depends on all systems ability to perform properly in a
harsh environment. A key component in every space mission is
the flight software, which manages all the processes that must be
performed by the satellite on its onboard computer. Literature
shows that CubeSat missions suffer high infant mortality and
many spacecraft failures are related to flight software errors,
some of them resulting in a complete mission loss. Extensive
software testing is the primary tool used by flight software
developers, to ensure code quality and avoid such failures.
Nevertheless, CubeSat developers tend to use COTS or flightproven solutions which usually have low testing coverage. Nowadays, there is still some pending matter in the field of testing
nanosatellites flight software and some of the most used solutions
do not even report unit tests. To overcome the agile CubeSat
development versus delivering quality software trade-off, we
propose the use of fuzz testing techniques applied to the SUCHAI
series of nanosatellites, being developed at the University of Chile.
The successful application of this technique allowed us to find
and solve many bugs not covered by classic strategies, such as
unit testing and software in the loop simulation.
Index Terms—Software Testing, Fuzz Testing, Testing, CubeSats, Nanosatellites, Flight Software

I. I NTRODUCTION
Initially, nanosatellites were conceived with a mainly educational purpose: the students can have the experience of
developing and operating a satellite by themselves in the
time frame of a college degree [1]. However, currently, the
nanosatellites developing area has been expanding and opening
to new scientific and technological challenges. Nanosatellites
increasingly require more attention to their quality attributes to
be successful in more complex missions. Specifically, the flight
software of nanosatellites is a critical factor in determining a
satellite’s quality because it controls most of the tasks that
must be executed while it is orbiting. If the software quality
of a mission fails, it is probably that the whole mission fails
too.
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In the space field, there are several testing techniques to
verify flight software quality. However, the most advanced
techniques are applied only to more complex systems, such
as large satellites, rovers, or interplanetary missions [2]. In
the state of the art, the most reported testing techniques
applied to nanosatellites flight software testing are hardware
in the loop simulation (HIL simulation) and software in the
loop simulation (SIL simulation) [3], [4]. HIL simulation and
SIL simulation methodologies can optimize the production
process’ overall costs in certain situations [5], [6]. However
these techniques can be difficult to implement and execute,
potentially dangerous to the hardware when executed in engineering or flight models, and time-consuming to set the
environment up. Besides, the test cases must be predefined
because these techniques are difficult to automate [5].
Fuzz testing is an automated software testing technique that
consists of automatic random input generation to find software
vulnerabilities [7]. In need of looking for an automatable and
agile software testing technique applicable to nanosatellites,
in this work we will study the usage of fuzz testing in the
SUCHAI nanosatellite flight software [1].
II. R ELATED W ORK
The most common testing techniques for CubeSats found in
the literature are directly attached to hardware testing. Kiesbye
et al. (2019) [3] present and evaluate an environment for
HIL simulation and SIL simulation tests with the inclusion
of the electrical domain for low-cost satellite development.
The satellite tested was MOVE-II, developed at the Technical
University of Munich. The obtained results are related to the
verification of MOVE-IIs attitude determination and control
algorithms, the verification of the power budget, and the
training of the operator team with realistic simulated failures
before launch. Additionally, they present how the simulation
environment was used to analyze issues detected after launch
and verify the performance of the developed new software to

address the in-flight anomalies before software deployment.
The testing environment described in this work generates
results for both hardware and software components of MOVEII. According to the authors, the environment is potentially
suitable for inclusion in a continuous deployment workflow
where code changes trigger automatic tests on the hardware.
However, they do not report full automation for test case
generation.
Other software testing techniques found in the literature
usually imply an exhaustive definition of test cases based
on the requirements. Hishmeh et al. (2009) [8] show the
design, implementation, and testing of the flight software for
KySat-1, a picosatellite developed in the Kentucky Space
consortium and launched in 2009. The testing methods applied
to the software were strongly based on the requirements and
documentation. Thanks to the testing methodologies applied
to the flight software, most bugs were found in early stages
of the development process. This begins with a requirement
analysis. After this stage, the flight software team formulated
a test strategy and began the testing planning. After the test
cases generation, scripting, and execution, each bug found
was reported. Although the software development team faced
problems associated with time planning of students, it is
not proposed a new strategy for the development or testing
methodology itself, but a new organization strategy.
Johl et al. (2014) [9] present a reusable a command and
data handling (C&DH) system as part of a series of CubeSat
missions being built at the Austin Texas Spacecraft Laboratory
(TSL), University of Texas. The key idea of this system is
to support various system requirements, using a centralized
architecture with one main flight computer controlling the
actions and the state of the satellite. The flight software is
its central component. To validate it, white box and black
box testing techniques were planned and applied. The testing
technique applied to the C&DH system was unit testing.
Command execution testing and day-in-the-life testing were
proposed to be applied as future work. Day in-the-life testing
refers to verifying the functionality of the fully integrated
satellite while a sequence of operations are being executed.
We identify this type of testing as HIL simulation. They do
not mention the methodology to generate the test cases nor an
automated testing technique for the software verification.
Schoolcraft et al. (2016) [4] present a description and
analysis of MarCO mission development. MarCO is a twin
CubeSat mission developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to accompany the InSight (Interior Exploration
using Seismic Investigations, Geodesy and Heat Transport)
Mars mission lander. MarCO refined the approach of all
the development stages to solve the challenges of quickly
building low-budget spacecraft to fly to Mars, relying on
components reusability of previous missions. According to the
authors, the MarCO flight software development occurred in
a very tight loop focused on a hardware level since computer
resources optimization was considered a development requirement. Therefore, the testing techniques applied to the flight
software were mainly associated with HIL simulation.

The testing systems applied for the flight software of
CubeSats are barely described in the literature of this area.
The approaches found mention the use of unit testing, HIL
simulation techniques or software tools that facilitate the data
and command handling from the ground station, but they do
not consider automated testing techniques that could be useful
for time optimization, which is one of the most common
problems for the flight software development. In this work,
we propose and analyze the application of fuzz testing as
an automated testing technique that follows the required agile
development to execute space missions in the CubeSats field.
III. T HE SUCHAI F LIGHT S OFTWARE
The SUCHAI flight software architecture is based on the
command design pattern adapted for implementation in the
C programming language. Thus, the flight software acts as
generic command executor and all functionalities are encapsulated as commands. The commands are requested by the client
modules and derived to the invoker. The invoker enqueues the
commands and take decisions about its execution to finally
send the request to the receiver. The receiver executes the
function associated with the command in the order they were
enqueued [1]. The SUCHAI flight software architecture is
illustrated by a UML communication diagram in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The SUCHAI flight software architecture. Adapted from ”An
Architecture-Tracking Approach to Evaluate a Modular and Extensible Flight
Software for CubeSat Nanosatellites,” by C. Gonzalez, C. Rojas, A. Bergel,
and M. Diaz, vol 7, pp. 126415, 2019.

Unit testing, integration testing, and HIL simulation are
the primary testing techniques applied to the SUCHAI flight
software development to improve and verify its quality. Unit
testing was implemented using CUnit. The current unit testing
system applied to the SUCHAI flight software is based on
testing the main modules interfaces, but it contains at most
four test functions for each module. The integration testing
system of the SUCHAI flight software is based on some of
the bugs that were found until present and consists of running
the flight software with a specific configuration, sending the
commands under test with fixed parameters, thus covering only
particular use cases. In the case of HIL simulation testing,
the software is being tested on the same onboard computer
that will be installed on the satellite or the satellite flight
model itself, which requires careful designing of the tests
cases and setting up the environment (software, hardware, and
facilities) previous to the execution of the tests in a controlled

environment. These tests have been included in a continuous
integration system build using the GitLab CI/CD tools.
IV. F UZZ T ESTING
Fuzz testing is an automated software testing technique that
consists of feeding a random input into a program to uncover
system failures. Software failure is defined as an unexpected
software behavior that gives a different result from the expected one. There are three main types of software failures:
loss of service, incorrect service delivery, and system/data
corruption [10].
A. Fuzz Testing on SUCHAI
As we explained in Section I, the SUCHAI flight software
is considered a critical embedded system because it carries
out the whole system control procedures of the SUCHAI
nanosatellites. Therefore, we are interested in finding vulnerabilities associated with the system’s availability and reliability.
To study and analyze the robustness of the software, we
present the application of fuzz testing on the SUCHAI flight
software.
There are many ways to apply fuzz testing on the SUCHAI
flight software, such as sending random input on functions,
modules or commands. We chose to apply the fuzzing on
commands because we can exploit the SUCHAI flight software
architecture. As we explained above, the SUCHAI flight
software architecture is based on the command design pattern,
which means that all the functionalities are implemented and
executed as commands. Thanks to its design, the software
provides interfaces to receive commands as inputs through the
satellite communication system (that can be emulated in the
local loop), the serial console (or Linux terminal), the flight
plan, and autonomously generated commands. This interfaces
will be used to interact with a SUCHAI flight software running
instance during the tests. On each test, we will analyze the
result of sending a combination of random commands with
a random number of parameters and/or random values of
parameters. Thus, each test case should be composed by a
sequence of commands.
We used the fuzzing architecture proposed in The Fuzzing
Book (Zeller et al., 2019) [11], which provides a Runner and
Fuzzer classes. As described in Figure 2, the Runner executes
some object with a given input. A Fuzzer feeds data into
a consumer. The FSRunner class runs the SUCHAI flight
software and sends commands to it. The data fed by the Fuzzer
class is a sequence of random commands and their parameters.
We are using the communication system interface to interact
with the SUCHAI Flight Software. This interface uses the
CubeSat Space Protocol (CSP) which provides a GNU/Linux
and FreeRTOS implementation. The GNU/Linux implementation relies on the ZeroMQ library, so we commands can be
sent using ZeroMQ sockets and the local loop.
B. Strategies
The implementation of the fuzz testing on the SUCHAI
flight software is based on four strategies defined by the number of commands sent per sequence, the number of parameters

Fig. 2. Logic diagram of the fuzz testing implementation proposed and the
communication system with the SUCHAI flight software. RandomSequenceFuzzer generates the random sequence of commands to be sent to FsRunner.
FsRunner initializes the SUCHAI flight software and sends it the commands to
be executed. The SUCHAI flight software receives the commands through the
communications module and executes them following its architecture logic.

sent per command, and the randomness to produce commands
or parameters in a sequence:
Strategy 0: Random commands. Since the SUCHAI flight
software provides a checking system for wrong names of commands, the key idea of this strategy is to prove the robustness
of the SUCHAI flight software with random and possibly
unknown commands. This can be achieved by providing
sequences of random commands names without parameters.
Thus, the implemented Fuzzer creates N random command
names. These random names are stored in a list, which is sent
to the implemented FSRunner class.
This strategy should not make the software to crash because there is command name checking system. Before the
communications module sends the command object to the
invoker, the program checks if the command exists in the
command repository, iterating over the list of all the registered
commands. If there is no matching name found for the
command sent by the FSRunner, the command is not sent
to the invoker for its execution.
Strategy 1: Random number of parameters. By providing
sequences of known commands with a random number of
parameters (including zero), this strategy searches for possible
implementation errors in commands that are not considering
the number of the passed parameters. Each parameter is a
random value of a fixed type. The types are defined in the
command implementation. These are int, long, unsigned int,
float, and string.
In this case and the following ones, the Fuzzer receives a
list of available commands in the SUCHAI flight software and
the number of commands per sequence. Commands are chosen
randomly from the list of available commands.
Strategy 2: Random values of parameters with randomly
chosen types of values. Provides known commands with the
exact number of parameters but random values. The types of
the values are chosen randomly too, therefore they may not
necessarily correspond with the expected types of values. The

goal is to find, mainly, errors on the implementations that may
cause a crash because they do not check the values or the range
of the variables in cases that it is required.
Strategy 3: Random values of parameters with defined types
of values. With this strategy, we were looking for errors on
implementations that have unchecked values characteristics,
such as length, when it is needed. To achieve that we provided
known commands with the exact number of parameters that
each command receives, where each parameter is a fixed value
of a defined type. Unlike the previous strategy, in this case the
types of the values must correspond with the expected types.
V. C URRENT R ESULTS
The preliminary results obtained from the execution of the
strategy 0 and 1 mentioned in Section IV-B are analyzed in
terms of the exit code for every sequence. We define a test
case as the execution of a series of sequences with a fixed
number of commands per sequence. Then, for each strategy,
we executed 10, 100, 500, and 1000 sequences. For each test
case, we executed 5, 10, 50, and 100 commands per sequence.
For strategy 0, the results show that the percentage of failure
of sending random names of commands without parameters
is 0%. Then, the results agree with the hypothesis that says
the software is validating the command names before the
execution.

test executions, that is, the number of tested sequences, we
obtained less than 100% of failure, but still more than 90%.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work we explored the usage of fuzz testing techniques in the flight software of the SUCHAI series of
nanosatellites by running a set of strategies. We were able to
easily interact with the flight software and the fuzzer thanks
to the clear and well documented software architecture. The
test results showed that a large number of sequences failed
during the tests execution which is a sign of active software
bugs not found with previous testing techniques (unit-testing,
integration test and HIL simulation).
The next steps in this research include the identification
of the active bugs and the integration of the fuzz testing
strategies in the SUCHAI CI/CD system to provide agility and
automation. More advances strategies will be studied focusing
in the intelligent identification of failure paths.
The proposed fuzz testing strategies and implementation may
help current and future small and nanosatellite mission to
improve their quality and thus, reducing mission risk.
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